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there is a proxmox vps for whmcs 47 built based on
centos 7. this article is the first in a series of articles

to help you install and configure proxmox vps for
whmcs 47. in the first article, we will start installing

the proxmox vps for whmcs 47. we will use the
proxmox tool to login to the server after the

installation of the proxmox vps for whmcs 47. the
server will be running centos 7, the lamp stack,

which is the best solution for this type of server, and
so on. in the page above, you will be able to

download the iso of the vps, the shell script of
proxmox, and the vzctl script. you can also

download the shell script of proxmox from the
website. we will use these two shell scripts to install
and configure the proxmox vps for whmcs 47. it is
located in the proxmox vps for whmcs 47 zip file.

github is a free software and free web based social
software. git is a distributed version control system.
a distributed version control system is a system that
allows multiple people to work on the same project
at the same time. i am having a problem with the
new version of whmcs on the vps where we are

using the vps so i had to downgrade from 6.3 to 6.2
and then back to 6.1.0. the problem is that when i
go to the root of the vps, i can't log in. i have tried

resetting the password for root but i can't log in
because the password is not working for root. i have
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tried everything to figure out what i am doing wrong
but nothing works. any help or suggestions would be
great. i have been trying to fix it for over two weeks.
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i have been trying to figure out this problem for 2
weeks now. i have tried to downgrade the whmcs

version to 6.1 and 6.2. that didn't work. i have tried
everything, reinstalling, deleting the version 6.2 and
going back to the 6.1.0 version. i also tried changing
the version to 6.0 and then back to 6.0. i have tried
adding the version 6.0 as a module and then adding

the version 6.0 as a host and then adding the
version 6.0 as a host, then adding the version 6.0 as
a module. i have tried all the above with no luck. i
have a vps with whmcs version 6.3. i would like to

install whmcs version 6.1.0. i have added the
version 6.0 as a module and added the version 6.0
as a host and then added the version 6.0 as a host,
and then added the version 6.0 as a module. i have

tried all the above with no luck. this is a free
distribution. for a full feature list see the proxmox

website. to get proxmox from the official website: -
download the tar.gz file - extract it: tar xvfz

proxmox-5.0-5.1.x.tar.gz to install manually: - install
the tar.gz file - download the whmcs rpm file -

extract it: tar xvfz proxmox-5.gz for further
information: - read the files in the proxmox-5.x
directory - read the files in the documentation

directory to launch the proxmox console:
./proxmox-5.rc to get proxmox from the official

website: - download the deb file wget > to install
manually: - install the deb file - download the whmcs

rpm file - extract it: tar xvfz
proxmox-5.x_amd64.deb for further information: -

read the files in the documentation directory
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